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I. Introduction 

The main difficulty in the quantization of gauge theories is the nonphysical charadcr 
of gauge field components which have the zero canonicai momentum1 or are not included 
in the action owing to the gauge in variance. 

And the follmvi'ng dilemma arises: i) to quantize only the physical part of the com
ponents, contradicting the manifest Lorentz in variance, but conserving all quantum and 
gauge principles; or ii) to quantize all components by a relativistic invariant approach, 
but not being anxious about the nonconservation of quantum and gauge principles in 
this approach. We shall call these approaches the ''quantum" and "relativistic" ones. 

The first "quantum" approach to the quantization of electrodynamics was consid
ered in the pioneer papers by Heisenberg and Pauli [1, 2}, where the gauge theory \•..-as 
treated as one of the types of relativistic quantum mechanics in accordance to the Weyl 
formulation [3]. 

The highest achievement of the "relativistic" approach is the Faddeev-Popov (FP) 
method [4] ba..sed on the Dirac quantization [5]. The simplicity and-efficiency of this 
method stimulated in many aspects the contemporary development of gauge field the
ory. In the context of this development the old ''quantum" approach is conventionally 
considered as a particular case of'the choice of a nonrelativistic gauge, which is needed 
only to demonstrate that all quantum principles are fulfilled for all gauges due to their 
equivalence. 

The theorem of equivalence of different gauges is the one of the basic elements of 
the FP method and defines the region of its validity. 

It is worth to recall that the equivalence theorem is strictly proved [5, 6] only for 
asymptotically free states of the elementary particles (on their mass-shell), or for the 
asymptotically flat space-time in the case of gravity, wbich restricts the region of (;he 
application of the FP method by the scattering problem and the "island" Universe. 
. The fact of the noneqi1ivalence of different gauges off mass-shell is well known and 

moreover it is used for the derivation of the \Vard-Slavnov-Taylor identities [5]. 
The same off mass-shell nonequivalencc of different tinle-axes of the Heisenberg

Pauli (HP) quantization [1, 2] 'of electrodynamics is also known in the atomic physics 
[6]. 

There are two different points of view on tllis time-axis dependence of the HP 
quantization: i) the "theoretical point" [5] is to consider the time-axis dependence 
as the defect of the quantization scheme and to try to get rid of this time-axis by 
the transition to a relativistic invariant gauge, and ii) the "practical point" [6] is 
the description of an atom in the rest frame and a moving atom by different time-axes 
(gauges) with the rest, or moving, Coulomb field, correspondingly (the choice of the rest 
time-axis for a moving atom breaks down the relativistic dispersion law [7]). In other 
words, in the atomic physics this "theoretical defect" is u~ed just for the relativistic 
covariant description of bound states formed by elementary particles off mass-shell. In 
the last case the time-axis dependence of the HP quantization is not a "defect", but a 
useful physical fact. 

Thus, the experience of the atomic physics not only testifies to the dependence of 
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the off mass shell physical results on gauges but also uses this dependence for relativistic 

transformations in accordance with the initial interpretation of the HP quanti:tatior1. 

In the light of this fact, a relativistic invariant gauge of tJu~ FP method looks as only 

the technical reception for the calculation of scattering amplitudes on mass-shell, and 

is not suitable for the description of the bound state physics and of nonHat space-time 

iu gravity. The latter was emphasized by the authors of the FP method [8]. Schwinger 

[9] was the first who pointed out (before the FP method formulation [1]) in a sharp 

form the possible difference between the HP quantization and t.he relatiyislic gauge 

oue as the consequeuce of the noncommutativity of constraining and quantizing. 
In this paper we shall apply the non-Abelian generalization [6, 10, 11] of the HP 

method [I, 2] to quantization of the ti:rne-reparamctrization invariant theories, including 

the relativistic particle, string and the Einstein gravity, and shall consider the concrete 

examples of the physical nonequivalence of the two approaches: the "quantum" and 
the "relativistic" one. 

In the second section we discuss the minimal HP quantization for the simplest 

example of the zero-dimension gravity. 
In section 3 the models of relativistic particle and strings are considered. 
SectiOn 4 is devoted to the Einstein gravity in n+l-dimensional spa.cc-time. 
[n section· 5 we consider the Friedmann approximation. 

In section 6 the influence of inhomogeneity and the evolution of the Newton Jaw 

a.re estimated. 

2 .. The Zero-Dimension Gravity 

To emphasize the difference between the HP and FP schemes of qua11tization we 
consider at first the case of the zero-di.mension gravity: 

W ~ t dtt:; t: ~ -~ [~q' + aF(q)l; q ~ u,q, (I) 

where F(q) is an arbitrary fm1ction over the va:riable q. 
There are two variables o: and q with the canonical momenta 

p 81: O , p ~ at: ~ _ _l:_<i 
C<=aa=:;:; aq a (2) 

a.nd the Hamiltonian 

(3) 

The classical motion equation for a 

(4) 
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allows one to define the proper invariant time 

1' dq dTF = adt >--> TF(±i = ± -
o F 

which coincides with the Friedmann time in the homogeneous cosmology. 

(S) 

The classical equation for the variable q faithfully copies eqs.(2}, ( 4} and does not 
contain any new information. 

~In the quantum theory according to the correspondence principle we should repro
duce the Friedmann evolution. 

Let us apply at first the conventional quantization [4, 12}, where both the variables 
are included in the canonical scheme, and constraints Po. = 0, 1{ = 0 are imposed on 
the wave function. The last equation 

(6) 

is well known in quantum gravity as the Wheeler-DeWitt equation [12, 13]. This 
constraint should be completed by "gauges" f(q) = O,a = 1, restrictin'g the group 
of gauge invariance. This result is interpreted as the stationary picture without any 
evolution [13]. 

The minimal quantization [6, 10, 11], (which reproduces the HP quantization in 
electrodynamics [1, 2]) is based on the construction of the minimal set of dynamical 
variables by explicitly solving the classical equations for the components without time 
derivative in the action. This quantization at all the steps conserves all quantum prin
ciples (uncertainty, observability, correspondence) and gauge in variance. For example, 
the initial theory (1) cannot be considered as quantum with respect to the component 
a as the constraints (2), (4) fix simultaneously the canonical momentum P01 and "co
ordinate" a, and contradict the uncertainty principle. To conserve this principle we 
should use for the construction of the canonical scheme only the initial action (1), or 
its first-order formalism version 

Wr = 1T dt(qP- a1i), (7) 

taken onto explicit solutions of the classical equation for a (4). It is very useful to 
introduce here the notions of the surface of admissible dynamics (SAD) defined by 
eq.( 4), and of the minimal action on SAD: 

i
T 

1
o(T) 

w,M;" = ± dtqF(q) = ± dqF(q). 
0 • 0 

(8) 

The minimal action is invariant under the reparametrizations of time: t--+t'(t) .and 
depends on the dynamical variable at the boundary of the Friedmann time TF· The 
action (8) has a nontrivial canonical momentum P = =t=F and leads to quantum theory 
with the wave function: 

(9) 
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w_herc A(±) are the coefficients of the decomposition of the wave function in accordance 

with the two types of SADs. This wave function does not coincide for F 1 f. 0 with the 

VVheeler-DeWitt one (6) as it-satisfies equations 

(10) 

According to the principle of observability, the quantum theory (9) is expressed 

only in terms of gauge invariant magnitudes. ~ 

According to the principle of correspondence, in quantum theory there is':the ge·n

erator of evolution which should reproduce the Friedmann equation of the "boundary" 

evolution (5). 
Tt is easy to prove that the role of this evolution generator is played by the Hamil

tonian of the initial theory (3), and that the Heisenberg equation 

l I -q ~ -i[H,q] ~ -p = ±F 
a a 

(11) 

reproduces the Friedmann o'ne in the classical theory (5). We can see that the Hamil

tonian of the initial theory plays simultaneously two roles: i) the role of the constraint 

(4) for the'' invariant time interval 0 ~ t < Tp, and ii) the role of the generator of 

evolution (11) at the boundary of the time interval t = Tp. 
The second role of the initial Hamiltonian transforms the "stationary)) wave function 

(9) into the Green function of the boundary Friedmann evolution 

(12) 

1t is useful to represent this Green function in the form of the FP functional integral 

in the "boundary" gauge 

q(t) = q(TF) ( 13) 

in terms of the initia,l action ,(7) a:nd the variables P, q, a: 

G(O[TF) = 1 Dq Da DPb.ypb(q- q(Tp)e'w,(o,q,P), (14) 

where .0..pp = {1-l, q} is the FP determinant. 

By the example of this integral it is easy to see the main difference of the minimal 

HP quantization from the conventional approach with the fixation of an arbitrary 

gauge: the "boundary gauge" (13) is the final result o-f the SAD construction of the 

inV<triant variables, but not the initial supposition. This SAD construction leads to the 

boundary dynamics q(TF), whic.h has all attributes of quantum dynamics: Hamiltonian, 

the Heisenberg equation ar1d the Green function of the evolution. 

The "boundary gauge" gives the definite rule of the ordering of the operator P, q 

in the constraint 1-l = 0, so that this constraint becomes equivalent to eq. (10). 
The variable of the type of q(1F) in the role of the physical time, undressed from 

a.1l attributes of quantum dynamics 1 
is applied in the models of relativistic particle and 

string [14, 15]. 
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3. Relativistic Particle and String 

Let us consider the action of a relativistic particle 

in the first-order formalism 

T 

W = 1 dr[.Y;P, + X0 P0 - a?i), 

I 
1{ = -(w2 -· p2)· w2 = p.2 + m2. 2 0 ' ' 

The surface of admissible dynamics (SAD) is defined by equation 1{ = 0, or 

Po(±)= ±w(P;), 

and the primary qua.ntization of the "boundary evolution" (9), (12) 

G(OIXo) = j d3 p N [a}~)eiX1·PriXo'" + a~f. e-iX;P;+iXow] 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

coincides with the representation of the secondary quantization for a scalar relativistic field up to the normalization N. 
The equation of the boundary dynamics 

I dX0 I _ m dX0 _ ·. ; dT mT=t - -;;----:Jt - ±w, 

is the analogy of the Friedmann eqs. ('1),(5). The solution of eq. (20) 

p 
r;- ____.!. ,, -

w 

(20) 

(21) 

is the Lorentz transformation which gives the connection between the Friedmann proper time TF and the time Tq of the spectra..l decomposition of the Green function over the eigenvalues of the physical Hamiltonian (18) on SAD. In the considered case this "quantUm" time Tq coincides witft the variable X 0 (Xo = Tq), which is distinguished from the variables X; by the opposite sigr1 of its can~mical momentum term in the initial Hamiltonian (17). 
By the same way one can construct the Green function of the "boundary evolution" of the relativistic strings [16, 17, 18]. From the very beginning we cho~se the first-order formalism 

(22) 
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where 

1{ 

p 

~[p.2 + 2x'2 _ p2 _ 2x'2J 
2 _,1, o/o, 

rX~Po -tX;P; 

are fhe total energy and total momentum, which act a..c; constraints 

Ji~O; P=O. 

Let us decompose the space coordinates and momenta over harmonics 

Xj(r,o-) ~ 
1 ~ i L cos no-
-X + ~ -- a (r/n), 
11" 

1 
. l1ff n 1 

V n#-0 

Pi + .[£. L cos no- ai( T /n ), 
n#C 

(23) 

(21) 

(25) 

where Xj 1 pj are the total space COOrdinates and momenta, aj(Tjn) are harmonics. 

Then the explicit sol11tion of eq. (24) can be represented in the form 

Po(±i ~ 'f~[P(+I + P(-J]; ,x;r±J ~ 'f~[P(+)- P(-l], (26) 

00 
- l/2 

P(±i = [Pf + m2 + L c"'"" L(±nJ(rJ] , (27) 
n=l · 

m2 ~ L"J(T/- n) aj(r/n), (28) 

00 

L(±J(r) ~ L a;(r/± n- k) aJ(r/k). (29) 
k=-oo 

The initial action (22) on SAD (26) takes the form 

W Min 
(±) = 1T 1' 1 dr do-[X;P; 'f Xc( r, a-)-( P(+) + P(-J)] 

0 0 2 

[ dr [ da-(X,P,) 'f Xo(T),j'r_;'_+_,-h-2 . (30) 

We have taken into account here the solution of eq. (26) for X 0 

. 1 . 1 
Xo(r,o-) = -X,(r) ± ~(P(+I- Pr-Jl 

7r 2-y 
(31) 

and the disappearance of all inhomogeneous terms owing to the integration over o-. 

The Green function for the minimal action (.30) is constructed by the spectral 

decomposition over the eigenfunctions of the effective Haffiiltonian: 

(32) 
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whicll represent the states with different spins and masses formed by the llnJ· -fold 
action of the different mode operators aj(Oin > 0) = aj on the vacuum: ~1/ = 
II(a~~)Y"i / NIO >. This Green function has the form: 

G(O/Xo) ~ L j d' p N, [A[+IeiXiP,-iXow"<f>o + A[-1,-iX,P,+iXow"<fq, (33) 

" 
where A£±) are the creation and annihilation operators of the string with the sets of 
their quantum nuniber 11. The Green function (33) reproduces the results by refs.[18]. 

\Ne would like to emphasize here that the minimal (first) quantization of the particle 
and string corresponds to the second quantization. This fact points out that in gravity 
field theory we can get the third quantization. 

4. Minimal Quantization of the n+l Dimensional Gravity 

We shall consider the Einstein theory in (n+l) dimension. 

(34) 

where [M is the matter Lagrangian, and choose the ADM metric [19] (which is used 
for the canonical quantization) with the factorization of the "scale-space variable" [20] 
a(x) = expj.t(x), and the conformal-invariant "graviton" hij 

(ds) 2 ~ g,0 dx"dx" ~ ci(dx0
)
2

- a'h,J(dx'- f)'dx0 )(dxi- j3jdx0
), (35) 

F9 ~ aa"; deth ~ I. (36) 

The curvature of the (n+l) dimensional space (34) is decomposed in a "kinetic" term (JC), and the "potential" ((nlR), and "surface" (E) ones 

where 

In+' I R = K +In) R + 2E, 

1 2 1 k I k K ~ n(n -1)-,IT - -ll1IT,; (IT,~ 0), a 4a2 

IT= iJol'- -
1
-iJ,(a"/3'), 

na" 

nf = 8oh7 - rl, - {3/ + ~lif 8;{3i' , , n 

(n)R(a'h) = R(a2
) + _!,R(h); (iJ,h7 ~ h"iJ,h;~), a 
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R( ') 4(n-1) ( _n-'t:. n-') 2(n-l) [ n-2 k l 
a = (n- 2)a2 a 2 a 2 = a2. b.Jl + -2-8kft8 ft ' ( 11) 

R(h) = ~&;h7(Dih[- 2&1h() + &,&,h", (42) 

E = a~n { ak [~n-28ka + n:" pkrr] - n80 [~ n]}, (43) 

where .8,~ is a covariant derivative in metric hij, 6.</J = c/J,klhk1. 
One can see that the kinetic term (38) is split into positive and negative parts, and 

the TOle of the variable of the "boundary dynamics" (with the negative momentum 

c-f]_uared) plays the scale of space a(x). The components o:, fh do not have canonical 

momentum and are nonphysical fields. The classical equations for the fields a, fh, a 

in terms of the definition (37)-( 43) have the form 

2~2 [K _In) R] = Tg(M), (14) 

1 [ _ _ (n) 1 ( 1 , ") ] -"" - 2(n ··- 1)0, - --- -TI,a = -1 ,(M), 
2K

2 0: a" 0: ;I 
(45) 

-
1 

[2(n + l)(K + ~)- (n- 2)(K _lnl R)] = -T:(M), 
2'' 

(46) 

\vhere T/)( M) is the matter energy-momentum tensor. (VVe have used the expression 

T~ = a'I~, which in terms of canonical momenta does not depend explicitly on a). 
In tbe first-order formaJjsm with respect to the time derivative the action (34) has 

the form 

Here we introduce the brief denotion for matter fields M and their canonical momenta 

Pu; H. and 'Pk are the densities of the total Hamiltonian and total momentum: 

(48) 

( 49) 

(50) 

14/1:' is the surface term 

(51) 

The explicit solving of the constraints 

(52) 
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leads to two surfaces of admissible dynamics which correspond to a creation ( +) and an <tnnihilation (-) of the Universe: 
\ 

an [ o R(a')]l/2 Pl±i = 'fP(,•ml; Pi±i =- 2TI±Jo(h,M) + --2 - , <n K 
(53) 

.; I an (f(±)) "'-0 I< i±Jk,i = ±2-:;;fh --;;,;;- +a T, (M). (54) 

The last equation defines the covariant-longitudinal part of the graviton canonical momentum 

J•i /'Ti i i 2 ''(IJ k ) [(Ti 0 i.(±)l = \1 + TJ(±),I + 17(±)1. ~-;;vi k1l(±) ; l,i = (55) 
as the function over independent variables. The minimal action has the form · 

The transversality constraint (55) dictates the choice of gauge for gravitons 

(iJoh{').i = 0 (57) 
which is used also in non-Abelian theories [10, 21], and is analogous to the radiation gauge [1, 2). 

The ma.ln differenc.es of the minimal qua.ntization from the conventional approach [4, 5] are i) the single-value definition of the "boundary" gauge for the scale-space component 

a(x) = a(T,x;) = expr,(T,x;), (58) 
and ii) the definition of the physical timeT. 

Formally we can write the FP integral for the gauges (57) 1 (58), omitting the matter field for simplicity: 

Z(O[T)FP '= j(Dh;jDI<")(DpDP)(DaD(31)8(i!0 hr:J8(p- ft(T,x))Clppc'w', (59) 

where W1 is defined by eq.(117), f::...pp is the FP-determina.nt [8] 

-(11) (''41(11 0 )l} +0,' ~0 + 20(/,k) . 

The physical timeT is connected with the proper inhomogeneous time 

4T = a(x)dx0
; 

iJof-tan 
0:(±)=±~

l'(±)hn 
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In the case of the frame f3k = 0 one can convince oneself that the Hamiltonian of the 

theory ( 48) 

H = j d"xaJ-i (62) 

is the generator of the evolution for the quantum scale 11(x) and its momentum P = 

-i8f81'(x) with respect to the time (61). 
The Heisenberg equations 

1 i A ·~~p -aol' = -[H, l'(x)] = -~1~, a a an 

I a n [ ,~p' n- 2R( ) n- I a ( n-'a' ) '(h l - oP = -a n--
2

- + --
2
- a + -

2
-- k a · o: + Tk , .M) 

a 2a n 2~ ~ ana 

2<2 K'K' -2 
T'(h M'J = T'(M)- n ' ' + _n_R(h) 

k ' k a2n 2...:2a2 ' 
l 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

completely coincide with the classical Einstein equation (44), (46), and are quantum 

equations of the boundary evolution on SAD (52). 

In the general case f3k # 0 the "boundary dynamics" is defined from the set of 

eqs.( 44}-( 16). Thus, in the minimal HP quantiza.tion the "gauge" is calculated together 

with the Friedmann time TF and quantum time TQ of the Green function spectral 

decomposition. Let us consider this problem of the calculation of "quantum" time at 

first for the Friedmann homogeneous Universe. 

5. The Friedmann Universe 

To get the Friedmann Universe it is enough to neglect the nondiagonal elements 

of the energy momentum tensor T~ = 0; T/i = 0 ~n eqs.(52)-{55). In this case the 

density momentum conservation law Pk = 0 turns into the equation for the isotropic 

homogeneous Universe ' 

(F) n [ R( )]'/' ak an = 0; F = :n 2Too + K: (66) 

for which the curvature can have three types 

I I I 
-R(a) = ---k· k ~ 0, ±I, 
~2 K; r~a2 ' (67) 

where r 0 is the constant of the dimension of length. (From the point of view of quan

tum field theory this case can be also a vacuum, as the state without any local excita

tions with positive energy of the type of the vacuum with respect to radiation in the 

Heisenberg-Pauli electrodynamics [1, 2].) 
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The Friedmann evolution is described by the homogeneous form of eq. (61) 

l a dGJin-1 

Te = ± F(-) '. o a r;;n 
{68) 

The Friedmann evolution (68) is reflected in the "boundary evolution" of the func
tional integral (59) where the Friedmann sector looks as the collective global excitation 
of the ph,Y.sical space [22], which should be considered as the zero harmonics X ... ( T), ?1, 
'in the string model {25), (31), {32). 

The Green function of the evolution of the homogeneous Universe can be also 
constructed by direct minimal quantization of the Einstein action in the .Friedmann 
approximation (66), which represents one of the models of the zero-dimension gravity 
(sec Section 2). The final result can be got from eq. (56) in the form of the "third" 
quantization (9) [23]: 

{69) 

{70) 

where A± are the operators of creation and annihilation of the Universe. The origin of 
the last term in the minimal action (70) is WE' in eq. (56). Vn(r·0 ) is the volume of the 
n-dimensional space, in the case of the positive constant curvature it is equal 

n !'.±..! 1 
Vn(ro) = r 0 2ff' r("fl)' {71) 

Let us choose the example of radiation 

(72) 

for which the minimal action (70) for all the three types of space coincides with the 
conformal time [22] 

" 
~ = J dTF(ii)' 

ar0 

where 

( 10) = ~. ( [ ) _ 2arcsinA 17a ,qa+l- , 
n-1 n-1 

~(a[-l) = 2ln(A+ v"f+A'), 
n -1 

0 1/'l n.-1 A= [2T0 (aJr ar0K,;- a-.-. 

(74) 

{75) 

We can see that in the case of radiation the conformal time plays the role of the 
"quantum" time To of the spectral representation like X 0 in the models of relativistic 
particle and string: 

WM;n(a) = EqTq; (rq ~ r0~; Eq = <R). 
2ro 
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The expression (76) follows also from the quantum energy conservation law [23] 

dEQ 
dTQ ~ O, (77) 

which can be used to define the physical time of a quantum observer. TQ is connected 
with the 1-<'riedmann time by the nonlinear generalization of the Lorentz transformation 
(21) of the proper time in the rest frame. Recall that just for radiation the notion of 
the ))rest frame'' ls absent. 

ln a three dimensional space with positive constant curvature this nonlinear ''Lorentz 
tra.nsformation". has the form 

( •'c ) YJ,(TQ) ~ r0 vtsin(1o/ro); t ~ v,(!Jri; V,(l) ~ 2~' (78) 

and the quantum time strongly diffets from the Friedmann one, which violates the 
causality. 

For the case of a dust 

'( M, ( - <]M, ) 
T, d)~ V,(ro)a3; M ~ V,(l)ro , (79) 

where the "rest frame" is well defined, we can demand the identity of these two times: 

TQ=r0 (17+sin17); Tp=roM(ry+sinry). (80) 

As a result we get the simplest version of the Schwinger-Dyson equation for the Newton 
selfinteraction 

I 
which suits for the observable Universe with the mass and radius: 
1\Jd ,......1080GeV; t;,~/2w2 "' 10-38GeV-2

; ro"' 1042GeV-1 . 

The case of the sum of radiation and dust 1"g = Tg(R) + 'l"g(dL k = +1 is described 
by the formUlae: 

EQ ~vi Hilt+ M"'J; ; \'~Hi~ v,2(1~ro ., (82) 

TQ(q) ~ q +cos q0 [sin q0 + sin(q- q0 )]; 
ro 

- ( cos(q- q0)) a=M 1- ; 
cos TJo 

TF(q) _, [.. . ( )] M ---- = 17 + cos ryo sm TJo + sm 17 - TJo ; cos TJo = ~· 
roM vM 2 +£ 

(83) 

which can be got as the generalization of the well known results [24]. For any radiation 
the Friedmann time violates the causality. In accOrdance with the conservation law 
of the quantum energy (77) an observer sees indeed the "quantum" time and the 
"quantum" Hubble "constant'' 

sin(ry- q0 ) 
HQ- . 

- [(cosryo-cos(q-qo)]T6(q)' 
T'~ j_T 

"dry ' (84) 
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but not the classical Friedmann time with the "constant" 

(85) 

which defines the critical density 

(86) 

In particular, even in the case of the infinitely small radiation t = 21Af2 , 21 < 1 
the relation of the classical (ifF) and quantum (lfq) Hubble constants oscillates, or 
twinkles, with the period, which docs not depend on f. 

Let us consider the Universe with a dust and radiation for other types of space: 
k = ·-1,0. Jn this case the voh1me %(1-o) = r~V3(l) is arbitrary. 

Fork= -1, t: < A12 \Ve got the tirncs TQ, TF a.s functions of the conformal time 'Tl· 

Tq('l) ·· (cosh(~-~0 ) ) --- = -ry +cosh 1/o[sinh Tfo + sinh(rt- T/o)]; o(rl) = M } - 1 , ro cos t Tfo 

TF(~) = -~ + cosh-L TJo[sinh 'lo +sinh(~- ~o)])'; cosh ~o = ~· (87) roM AJ2- E 

In the limit i\12 :» i; cosh Tfu = 1 these times should coincide, therefore A{ = 1. The 
action (70) has the form: 

For a flat space we got the action with the quantum energy and time 

Eq = ~oJ(M +E), 

7Q(a) = -
2

ro [(2Afa+i:)31'-t312
-

31
1;[

0
(2Afa+E)'i']· (88) 3M(M +c) 2 . 

The latter coincides with the Friedmann time 

in the limit E.= 0: TQ = TF = r0 (2Jftar1 2 j61f42
, and wlth the conformal time 

r0 ry = roa/E.112 in the limit Af----+ 0. 
The example of string with nontrivia.l vacuum energY of local excitations (28) points 

out to one more difficulty of the definition of the type of it space by cq. (86), connected 
with the above-mentioned vacnum part of the homogeneous energy density operator: 
en= c:v+2"".a\+la\-)w· M, = Mv+ ""··t,!+l,f,(-)M_ where a(±) .t.(±) arc the opera-L...., l • " L__., 'f~, '~'• " ' '!-' ' ' ' tors of radiation and dust, correspondingly. This vacuun1 part (cv, Mv) is not. directly 
observed and plays the role of the hidden mass. On the other hand, the large-scale 
periodic structure of the Universe [25] can testify, in the light of the definition of t.hc 
quantum time, that we arc living in the dosed oscillating Universe. 
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From this point of view it is very interesting to investigate the boundaries of large 
and small Hubble constant for the estimation of the behavior of an inhomogeneity at 
the moment of a compression of the Universe. 

In the next section we consider this question for the radiation Un)verse when the 
conformal time coincides .with the physical (quantum) ortc and we can use the cosmo
logical perturbahon theory [26]. 

6. Inhomogeneity 

Let us consider the "boundary" dynamics of the scale component a(x) which is 
given by inhomogeneities of the energy-momentum tensor 

T:: =< T:: >+liT::; R(a') = R(ai) + ~R(e-2•). 
a 

We shall use the conventional notation [26] 

. -· a = aoe ; a = a0 e d ' d~l' = Hq- w. 

The homogeneous and inhomogeneous parts of eq.(61) take the forms 

HQ = [2~~:~ < Tg >a~~ 1] 112
, 

I Tg~D.W w + H + Hq4> = 0, 
n Q 

(
t,o = ET.o a6t.:2 

) • 
o on~ 1 

The function Ill is defined from eq.(64) 

(89) 

(90) 

(91) 

(92) 

[I':.- 2n(n -l)H~]<I>- nHq<l>' + n(Hq'i!' + 'il") = -T{ + (n- 2)i'g. (93) 

Here Ill and Ware the eigenfunctions of the operator D. with the eigenvalues D. = -k2 #-
0. (For the case of f3i #- 0 one needs to take into account eq.(45).) 

The solution of eq.(92) can be written in the form: 

k2 1('1) 

W = -e-•'t(,) J (df(f!))e''f(ol[fg + H~n<l>]; ( df = _'irl__) . 
nHq 

0 

(94) 

In particular, for the stationary inhomogeneity Tg' = 0 and Cll = 0 we get the evolution 
of the Newton law 

(95) 

ll 



In the ultraviolet limit k2 -----+ oo or HQ -----+ 0 eq.s (92), (93) turn into the Newton law 

1-o 1-k r-,o 
W=-k'T0 ; <I>= k'[T, -(n-2)70 ]. (96) 

One can see that when HQ goes to zero, f(TJ) -----+ oo, the whole boundary dynamics 
of inhomogeneities disappears and in this limit we have only the stationary Newton 
interaction of stationary inhomogeneities. 

Just in this case the "boundary" gauge of the minimal quantization (58) coincides 
with the Faddeev-Popov one [8]. 

The evolution of approaching to a singularity (f(TJ)-----+ 0, HQ -----+ oo) reflects the 
approximate solution (9,1), which disappears quicker than the first term of the spectral 
decomposition (73) ~VMin ,..._, ~fTJ. Thus, the evolution of the Universe in the vicinity 
of the point of a singularity is described by the homogeneous Green function (69) 
which at the time of the complete compression of the Universe has no peculiarities. 
Recall that the same situation takes place for the relati~istic oscillating strjng [14]. 
The external observe! sees only the spectrum of string and the regular wave function 
of the probability amplitude. 

7. Effective Hamiltonian 

The minimal a<;:tion (56) on SAD ca.n be used for the construction of the effective 
Hamiltonian density which is formed by the two last terms in (56) 

(97) 

where a, 0'(±) form the ip.variant volume: (d"xdx0a(±)an) and are defined together w~th 
F(±) by eqs.(52)-(54), (63)-(65) or (89)-(93). These equations can be represented in 
the form 

n [ o ( R(a)l F(±)8op. =a "(±) -,2To(±) h, M) - 7 ; 

'( 8oF 8n(a"-'8"<>(±))) _ n [R(a) T.' (h M) Ti±)(h,M)l 
~ ( n ~ 1) + "'2 - a a(±) ~ + O(±) ' + n - 1 , (98) 

where T(±)(h,M) is the trace of the total energjr-momentum tensor (50), (65): 

~=~+~· . 
The substitution of eqs.(98) into the definition (97) leads to the following effective 

Hamiltonian density expressed in terms of the minimal set of physical variables 

T - T.' (h M) Ti±)(h,M) 
±eff- o(±) ' - (n -l) · (99) 
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For the case n=3 this Hamiltonian density coincides up to the factor (1/2) with the 
Tolman one [27]. To get the classical static limit it iS enough to add to the expression 
(99) the total space derivative [8, 27], describing the stationary distribution of the 
matter in the Universe. 

Let us consider the pure dynamical example of a single nonlinear graviton, which 
propagates in the direction of the axis (n) 

(100) 

where dr = o:dx0 ; flen = adxn are the proper time and coordinate correspondingly. 
Then the constraints (52), (61) turn into the equations 

- 2 

a~ a; ~ ~ --"-Tg(h); Tg(h) ~ -T~(h) ~ T~(h), (p ~ 8,p) n-1 (101) 

which point out that the proper coordinates r, e(n) on the class of functions f(:r +e(n)) 
become integrable 

(102) 

As a result the effective Hamiltonian density (99) coincides with the conventional one 
for graviton (101). 

Conclusi~n 

VVe considered the minimal quantization of the time-reparametrization invariant 
theories. "Minimal" means that one uses only a minimal set of gauge invariant variables 
~elected by the explicit solVing of equations for the time components before quantizing. 

This quantization differs from the conventional approach; where the complete set 
of components are considered as the variables of the canonical scheme. In the last case 
the set of constraints, including the relativistic gauge, on the quantum level contra
dicts the uncertainty principle as it fixes simultaneously the fields and their momenta. 
The relativistic gauges also restrict the group of·gauge transformations as Schwinger 
has pointed out [9], and thereby change the off mass-shell physics in the comparison 
wiih the theory with the initial gauge group. Finally, the conventional quantization of 
gravity loses the dynamics of the horriogcneous Universe, that contradicts the corre-
spondence principle. 

The minimal scheme [1, 2, 6, 10, 11] docs not have these defects. Considering 
the initial action onto the surface of admissible dynamics (SAD), defined by the time 
component equations,we conserve all quantum principles and the "gauge" invariance 
on the level of the physical variables and coordinates, and can reproduce the dynamics 
of the homOgencons Universe in the quantum theory. 
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The ma-in difficulty of the minimal scheme is to realize the double roles of the 
Ei'-itstein Hamiltonian (as a constraint and as the evolution generator), of the Green 
function of the evolution (which looks as a stationary wave function with respect to the 
scale-space field), and of the dynamical field a(x), which plays also the role of physical 
time. 

The first role of the scale-space component as a dynamical variable points out that 
in the spectrum of elementary cx6tations of the Einstein theory there is the collective 
excitation of the physical space (of the type of the superfiuid motion of quantum 
liquid) hidden at the boundary of the time interval. This collective excitation can be 
considered as the reason of the Universe expansion. 

- The calculation of the Green function of the expansion recovered the possibility to 
introduce the physical time of the spectral representation with the conservation of the 
quantum energy. 

In the light of this defmition of the "quantum" time the behavior of a closed os
cillating Universe filled in a dust and radiation looks more attractive than in the case 
of the Friedmann time, and can by used for the description of the large-scale periodic 
structure of the Universe discovered recently. 
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